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Videoscenic installation/Performance

Reacclimatizations is a scenic installation based on the study of floral and mineral stage
frames (wings) of the end of the 19th century and early 20th century theatre set
models kept in the archives of the Museum of Scenic Arts of Barcelona. The material
study of the selected archives is combined with a theoretical focus on the
performativity of the vegetal in Catalan modernism and in contemporary art and
architecture.

The project stems from my doctoral artistic research on eco-scenic thinking,
(re)directing and re-ecologizing theatre. More specifically, it looks into the
reconditioning of human agency in the production of theatre, in transformative
relationships with other-than-human entities and temporalities. Reacclimatizations
engages with the critical plasticity of conventional Western theatre sets language and
materiality.

It proposes another example of reshuffling conventional scenic agencies, so far strictly
distributed between the anthropocentric proscenium and the concealed, or peripheral,
non-human backstage. The title Reacclimatizations refers directly to the history –
contemporary of the studied models – of the “gardens of acclimatization”. These
gardens appeared in colonialist Europe during the second half of the 19th century in
order to contribute to the introduction and “acclimatization” of exotic vegetal species
for the entertainment of park visitors and eventual agricultural, pharmaceutical and
commercial exploitation. Hence, to “reacclimate” here critically alludes to a possible
resilient inversion process of this historical appropriation of the flora.

By the materialization of the hybridizing collision between archives of theatre sets,
dendritic architecture, psychoanalysis (Rorschach), decolonizing perspectives on
flora, genetic engineering and new computational modes of representation,
Reacclimatizations invites the spectator to an ambiguous experience on scenic agential
regeneration.

INSTALLATION
The installed artwork consists of ten looping gifs – made of altered details of
photographs of the wings of theatre set models kept in the reserves of the
MAE, shot during a research period – projected on a tracing paper, hung as a
backdrop, in an acrylic showcase box.

PERFORMANCE - TEST / INSTRUCTIONS
« Enter the space. Once you feel ready, sit on the chair. You may also not sit on
the chair, which is fine too. While you are watching you are kindly invited to
answer these three questions: “What do you see? Where do you see this? ».
You may keep your answers for yourself, you may also whisper them. You may
also voice them aloud to share them with the other visitors around. Thank you
for your participation. »















What do you see? Where do you see that?





References of the selected pieces  
(as referenced in the MAE fund index):
Tannhauser; Acte: I, 1 by Oleguer Junyent Sans (1908)
L'Or del Rhin; Acte: II by Oleguer Junyent San (1910)
Parthénope; Acte: Quadre 8 & 9 by Francesc Soler i Ravirosa (1884)
Parsifal; Acte: II,2 & 3 by Josep Mestres Cabanes (1942)
Sigrid; Acte II, Quadre II by Jaume Respall i Alberti (1931-1971 ca)
Jardí by Palau by Sebastià Carreras (1910 ca)
Giselda by Sebastià Carreras (1910)
La Sirena; Acte: V by Francesc Soler i Ravirosa (1892)
De la terra al sol; Acte: III, 5 by Francesc Soler i Ravirosa (1879)
Los Héroes del Bruch; Acte: VI,2 by Francesc Soler i Ravirosa (1893)
Bosc a l'hivern by Fèlix Urgeliés de Tovar (1890 ca)
Polo by Francesc Pla Vila (1870 ca)



REACCLIMATIZATIONS 
FOUND VASES / 1. SANTALAHTI SERIES
KASVIAIKA FESTIVAL 2022 / Mustarinda, Hyrynsalmi (Fin), 2022

“This work is the continuation of the Reacclimatizations project that I realized for the 
Barcelona Night of Museums in 2018 after a residency carried out in the reserves of 
the Museum of Scenic Arts of the Institute del Teatre. 

The project, back then, consisted of the transformation of the photographic 
documentation of floral models of theatre/opera sets from the end of the 19th -
beginning of 20th centuries found in the reserves of the Catalan museum into a 
GIF-based D.I.Y. holographic apparatus where the historical - decorative and 
peripheral at that time - representation of the vegetal was redirected toward the 
center of the stage. The work was displayed in a glass terrarium in situ, and the 
spectators were invited to engage with the glitching gifs by answering the 
Rorscharch test questions: « What do you see? » and « Where do you see that? ». 
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/677757/694261

At Mustarinda, I reversed the method and process, it is from the flowers themselves
that everything is scenically declined and transformed.

The three triptychs exhibited in three different spaces of Mustarinda (studio, 
garage, field) therefore relate to this question of the scenic representation of 
flowers and plants. Each consists of a floral arrangement, a theater set model in the 
romantic style of 19th century, and a computational animation (GIF) online via QR 
access.

The three objects were made in response to the floral and vegetal environment of 
Mustarinda. The "studio"-composition was made from sampling flowers and other
plants present behind the main house, « garage » from species collected in the forest
and in/by the vegetable garden area, and finally « barn » from specimens
encountered around the barn.

As for the triptych, it is in fact the metamorphosis of the same object 
through three registers of composition/performance, involving the "place of 
the other-than-human" between periphery and center, the gaze and the 
imagination of the human witness, its wandering between different epochs, 
formats and technologies of representation, more or less anthropocentric.

Perhaps it is a meditation, a study, a didactic/stylistic exercise, combining 
the memory of Western theater, historicized and new technologies, and 
ecodramaturgical concerns about how to give back to the other-than-
human an effective and poetic place on the anthropo-de-centered Western 
stage.

Last but not least, the floral compositions, reiterating the motifs of the 2018 
gifs, inspired by Rorschach's inkblots, were realized in three vases by 
Finnish designer Pertti Santalahti (Kasvimaalla series). The date of creation 
of these vases, the 70s, is not insignificant, it invites, playfully and 
transgenerationally, to the reminiscing of the first poetico-political wave of 
flower-power activism.”

https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/677757/694261




















REACCLIMATIZATIONS 
FOUND VASES / 1. SANTALAHTI SERIES
P7T, Helsinki (Fin), 2022

“In August 2022, for the Kasviaika ecocentric and plant-sensitive performance 
festival in Mustarinda (Hyrynsalmi, Finland), I proposed to the curators to switch 
the method of making and, therefore, the process of transformation of the initial 
project, by starting from the flowers and other vegetal I would find on the 
residency/festival site.

In Työhuone, the project is reactivated in the same logic of production and staging, at 
the same time adjusting to the specific context. 

Thus, instead of presenting three sets simultaneously, a single triptych was made and 
exhibited in the space; the latter being turned into a flower atelier, at the same time, 
and ambivalently, a frozen image of a suspended process and an ongoing performance 
of the multitemporal becoming of the heterogeneous staged matters. 

Not only scales and conditions have shifted from a site-sensitive project up north
Finland to that of an indoor petit artspace in the city (Helsinki), but also the quality
of resource changed, from the flowers of the meadows of the Kainuu region to the 
vegetal found and picked in the urban third-landscape* of Helsinki. »

______________________________________________
* Gilles Clément, in his Manifesto of the Third Landscape (2003), defines the “third landscape” as an urban 
space that has been “left over by man to landscape evolution – to ‘nature’ alone.”






















